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ABSTRACT
A simple, relatively portable, and inexpensive spar buoy has been constructed to provide
a platform for supporting instrumen tation above and below the ocean's free surface. The
buoy is 18.9 m long and weig hs 76 kg in air; the co mbined ballast and instrument payload
weigh 65 kg. The buoy consists of buoyant sections that are easily dismantled and may be
varied in number to alter the buoy's overall leng th, draft, and payload. Tests in a deep
laboratory tank show that, when th e buoy is co upled to a damping disc at its base, it has a
natural period of h eave in excess of 30 seconds and can be used in th e presence of surface
waves averag ing a p eriod of 7 seconds and up to 2.0 m in height.

Introduction. O ceanographers and meteorologists have available an everincreasing variety of instruments for observations of energy and momentum
fluxes through the sea-air interface [ or " naviface", as M ontgomery ( r 969)
has suggested that it be called]. Self-recording or radio-telemetering instruments, such as anemometers, current and turbulence meters, wave staffs, airand water-temperature sensors, and pressure transducers, are now available in
sizes and configurations that are suitable for mounting on small platfo rms.
H owever, there is still a need for stable fl oating platforms that are neither of
heavy and complex construction nor of prohibiti ve cost.
W e here describe a spar buoy that is si mple in construction and has dimensions and dynamic characteristics in moderate sea states that meet many of the
needs of a stable platform fo r mounting small instrument sensors above and
below the naviface. Furthermore, the platfo rm is relati vely inexpensive, costing
less than $ 2 000 at present prices, including material and labor.
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Figure r. Buoy components (damping disk not shown).

Mechanical Construction. The buoy, called AESOP (Another Experimental
Stable Oceanographic Platform), is a long hollow stepped spar made of 6061-T6
aluminum alloy. The component parts (Fig. I) include a buoyant topmast, a
minimum of four identical column-float sections with interconnecting sleeves,
a 92-cm-diameter dampin g disc (not shown) and its mounting flan ge. The first
damping disc, made of plywood, absorbed 3-4 kg of water over several hours;
since this adversely effected the buoy trim, an aluminum disc was used thereafter. The end caps, bulkheads, and flanges are welded as indicated. Automobile-tire valves are threaded into the bottom bulkhead of each column-float
section ; this allows the sections to be pressurized to 2-3 kg cm-•, which facilitates tests for leakage, provides increased stiffness to the columns, and affords
an added safety time factor in case a pinhole leak occurs while the buoy is in use.
Assembly of the buoy can be accomplished in I 5-20 minutes. The basic
sections are coupled together with the slotted sleeves, which are compressed
by bolted flan ges (Fig. I); the sleeves render the buoy more rigid than a onepiece spar of the same tubing material. The hollow clevis pins (P in Fig. 1 ),
inserted through the sleeves and buoy sections, are useful if the buoy is assembled vertically, since they prevent forced separation under a strong axial load,
which can occur during launching and retrieval from a rolling ship.
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Table I. Dimensions and dynamic characteristics of the AESOP buoy.
I. D imensions not shown in Fig. I
T op mast, diameter .. . .... .. .... . . ..... . .. ............... . .... .
Overall buoy length (4 column sections and top mast) .. . .... . ..... .
Mean fr eeboard .. . .. . ......... .... ... . ......... .... .. . . ...... .
Mean draft
Damping -d i~~.
. . ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

. .... . ...... ... ..... .. .............. . ... .

4.8
18.9
2.0
16.8
92.0

cm
m
m

m
cm

2. Approximate weights (in air)
Spar buoy .. . . .. ........... . ..... . ....... . . ....... . .. ... ..... .
76
kg
Ballast . ... . ..... . ........... . .. . ....... ... .. .... .. ..... . .. . . .
40-60 kg
Instrument payload ... . . ..... .. . . .... . .. .. .. .... . ..... . ..... . . .
10-20 kg
Overall weig ht (to maintain 2.0-m fr eeboard) ... . ........... . . . .. . 140.0 kg
3. Miscellaneous specifications
Ballast and damping-disc posi tion ......... . . .. . .. . ..... . .... . ... . - 16.8 m•
Instrument location (approx.) ............ . . .. ... . . ......... . ... . - 1.8 m•
Center of gravity . ........ . ...... .. . . ....... . . . . .. . .. .... ... . -11.6 m•
Center of buoyancy . . .. .. ... .. . . . . . .............. ... . . ... . . . .. . - 8.5 m*
Metacentric height .. ................ . ... . .. . .... .... . . .. .... . . .
3.1 m
Center of drag (with zero veloc ity gradient) ............. . ... . . ... . - 9.0 m•
Radius of gyration .. . . .. . ...... . .. ... . . . .. .. ...... . ... .. . . ... . .
6.8 m
Restoring force constant .................... . ... ......... .... .. .
1.85 kg m-•
• Distance below the still-water line.

Various physical dimensions of AESOP are summarized in Table I, parts
and 2. All aluminum components are "hard anodized" and coated with
yellow epoxy paint. Colored vinyl tape is used to mark the 20-cm and
I oo-cm increments on the upper I 5 m of the buoy so that the mounted instrument positions may be recorded photographically; thus the buoy may serve
as a visual wave staff.
1

Tests. AESOP was tested for its trimming and natural-response characteristics in a deep (30-m) tank at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory in Silver Springs,
Maryland. AESOP's measured nature-heave period under a normal payload
( I 0- 20 kg), without the damping disc, is about I 7 seconds [about equal to the
value derived from (2)]. The addition of the horizontal damping disc, because
of its large vertical form drag, increased the heave period to about 33 seconds.
AESOP was tested several times at sea under varied wave conditions up to
sea-state 5 (roughly, wave periods averaging seven seconds and with 2- m wave
heights). Table I provides a summary of estimates of some of the dynamic
characteristics of AESOP derived from both tank tests and sea tests.
For use at sea, AESOP is tethered to an anchored or drifting vessel (Fig. 2).
The main tether is fairlead horizontally through the weighted snatch block
to a vertically adjustable tang, positioned at the center of drag of the buoy.
This geometry minimizes the vertical acceleration of the buoy caused by
changes in the tension of the tether.
At sea, situations occasionally alter the dynamic characteristics of the buoy.
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T ether configuration for AESOP. The hori zontal line and conducting cable should be made
approximately neutrally buoyant by the addition of small floats as shown.

The ship's rolling or yawing, especially when it is hove to in the wave troughs,
changes the tether-cable tension, which can introduce surge and possibly pitch,
even with the approximately horizontal tether arrangements (Fig. 2). Strong
currents in excess of 20-25 cm sec- 1 have a similar effect. Strong shear within
the upper 20 m tends to tilt AESOP, but this can be compensated for with some
difficulty by using divers who can make a vertical adjustment of the tether point.
Certain wind conditions and choppy seas produce a high-frequency (3-5 Hz)
but low-amplitude (3-4 cm) whipping motion in the upper topmast section.
This has caused no problem with the instrumentation, but it could effect highfrequency turbulence observations. This motion was considerably damped by
installing vertical standing guys led though horizontal spreaders similar to
those used on a Marconi-rigged sailboat mast.
It is desirable to have maximum separation between the buoy and the ship
and its accompanying wake (generated by air or water flowing near the ship);
i.e., with the buoy well outside the lee of the ship. Experience indicates that
the buoy usually lays off to the side of the anchored or drifting vessel in an
unobstructed wind, wave, or current field . This situation probably occurs
because the currents (usually not moving directly downwind) control the position of the deep-draft buoy whereas the ship generally responds to the wind to
a greater extent.
Where experiments permit a slow drift of the buoy (as in wave-height recording), the AESOP probably should be trimmed and set adrift so that it is
free of the tether constraints and their associated dynamic problems. Of course
this technique would require self-recording units on the buoy or telemetering
equipment.
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Field .Applications. Several tests and observations have been made with
equipment mounted on AESOP . The instruments included a capacitance
wave staff (Barrett 19 70 ), a ducted-impeller current meter (Shon ting 1967 ), a
dynamic pressure sensor (Barrett 1970 ), and a fast-response thermistor probe
(Shonting and K adis 1968, Barrett 19 70). The last three devices were positioned at l -3 m beneath the mean naviface and directly below the wave
staff.
All instruments were secured to aluminum "T " sections; these in turm were
affixed to AESOP by means of stainless-steel hose clamps. After the fully instrumented buoy was launched, it was usually necessary to adjust the sensors.
In moderate to heavy seas, work on AESOP, when held alongside the rolli ng
ship, can be dangerous. Divers proved very effecti ve in making the adjustments
and visual inspections of instruments on the buoy when it was clear of the ship,
thus obviating inj ury to personnel and damage to the equipment.
Electrical signal cables from A ESOP to the ship were loosely taped to the
tether (F ig. 2), and the outputs from all sensors were recorded on magnetic
tape and monitored on strip-chart recorders aboard ship. FM-data telemetry
from the buoy to a nearby ship has been successfull y used fo r the ducted current-meter system. This technique, as mentioned above, is preferred to the use
of cumbersome electrical cables, which often leak and greatly complicate buoy
launchi ng and retrieving.
AESOP has also been used to posi tion a reference hydrophone array for
short-range acoustic transmission experiments and as a mounting for hot-film
anemometers above and below the naviface.
Dynamic Ch aract eristics. Estimates of some dynamic characteristics of a
hollow stepped spar (i.e., a buoy such as AESOP, consisting of two joined
right-ci rcu lar cylinders with the cylinder of larger diameter being fully submerged) have been given by Rudnick (1960) and K err (1964). The response
equations were derived by integrating the wave-induced dynamic pressure over
the immersed surface area of the buoy. Relationships were determined for
heave (vertical displacement), pi tch (tilting of the vertical axis), and surge
(horizontal displacement).
Of primary interest is the heave response of AESOP to surface waves. The
general soluti on of the heave equation fo r a stepped spa~ in_a sea of small
amplitude si ne waves, with the wave number equal to K, is given by
1

rJ/a = - [(1 - r) exp ( - KL,) - exp (- KH)],
KL-r

(1)

where 11/a = th e amplitude of heave of the buoy p: r unit of _wave amplitude,
= the buoy draft, L, = the distance from the still-water line ~o the top of
the column-float section, r = the ratio of the topmast cross-sectional area to

H
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the column float cross-sectional area; L = H - (I - r) L1 is the draft the buoy
would have with r = 1, the diameter being that of the column-float section.
From ( r) it is determined that the resonance of the buoy occurs when
KL = r, or, using the relationship T = 4 n 2 (g K) - 1 , where g is gravity, the
resonance occurs at a wave period given by

T = TR =

2n

(

H -(l-r)L1) 1! 2
.
gr

-~-~-

Using the dimensions of AESOP, we find TR equal to about 1 8 seconds, which
agrees well with the observed period when no damping disc is used .
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